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Voice Manager 

1 Introduction 

Verbal communication is one of the most commonly used skills in our everyday lives. 

Perhaps that is why people have always dreamed about the ability to interact with tech-

nology by speaking normally, the same as when talking to another person. This desire 

has been the driving force behind voice recognition research conducted by companies 

like Google and Apple, just to name a few, allowing them to achieve the voice-related 

features available on the latest devices. The use of voice commands has proven to be 

very practical for mobile devices, as it will be for wearable devices in the future. Voice 

recognition not only allows you to keep your hands free, it also decreases the number of 

operations necessary to access information, making applications easier and more natu-

ral to use. 

Starting with version 13.0, web applications created with Instant Developer have 

an integrated system for recognizing and interpreting voice commands. This system is 

controlled through the Voice Manager library described in this chapter. The library uses 

the Google Speech API to convert speech into text, which is then parsed by the applica-

tion's command interpreter, resulting in execution of the voice command. Voice com-

mands can be used to open and close forms, navigate panels, execute procedures, con-

duct searches, and to insert, modify, and delete data. 

Starting with version 13.5, voice recognition is also available for offline mobile 

applications. 

Applications created for iOS use the Nuance APIs for voice recognition and the 

Apple APIs for voice synthesis. Applications created for Android and Windows Phone 

8.1 use the Google and Microsoft APIs, respectively, for both voice recognition and 

voice synthesis. For Windows, voice recognition is only available on Windows Phone 

8.1. 

This feature is still experimental. For this reason, enabling it in existing projects is 

not recommended. For now, the best approach is to explore the possibilities by creating 

ad hoc projects. To demonstrate the potential of Voice Manager, there is a test applica-

tion available at https://www.progamma.com/VoiceCrmEng/. The project source can be 

downloaded at http://blog.progamma.com/en/wp-

content/uploads/2014/04/VoiceCrm.zip. 

https://www.progamma.com/VoiceCrmEng/
http://blog.progamma.com/en/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/VoiceCrm.zip
http://blog.progamma.com/en/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/VoiceCrm.zip
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2 Using the voice recognition system 

The voice recognition system is not enabled by default. It must be specifically enabled 

by selecting the Enable voice commands parameter in the General section of the com-

piling parameters. Also, for applications developed for iOS only, you have to:  

1) Register on the Nuance website at http://nuancemobiledeveloper.com 

2) Obtain the sandbox credentials: Host, AppId, and AppKey. 

3) Customize the Shell, entering your credentials in the Service.m file. 

4) When the application is ready, register it on the Nuance website in order to ob-

tain the production credentials. 

5) Replace the sandbox credentials with the production credentials. 

6) Submit the application to Nuance. 

Once voice recognition is enabled, use the Listening parameter to activate the micro-

phone and start listening to what the user says. Use of the Listening parameter is ex-

plained in section 3.2. Alternatively, in web applications, the key combination 

Ctrl+Space can be used. Use of the microphone is only possible if the user permits it. 

In web applications, the permission is given by clicking the Allow button that appears 

in a bar at the top of the page. If the application is installed on a server that accepts 

https protocol, use of the microphone only needs to be authorized the first time. Other-

wise, authorization will be required every time speech recognition is activated. 

The lower part of the screen shows a red icon representing a microphone and a 

speech bubble with the text What can I do for you? At this point the user can begin 

speaking. In web applications, the spoken words are transcribed by the system in real 

time inside the bubble. While the user is speaking, the text appears in black, indicating 

that the command is not completed yet and for the moment will not be sent to the rec-

ognizer. When the user stops speaking, the text becomes blue and is sent for interpreta-

tion. In mobile applications, meanwhile, the text will be shown only when the com-

mand is completed. If the recognizer is able to interpret the voice command, it performs 

the corresponding action, writes the response in the bubble in green text, and reads it 

aloud. Otherwise, no action is performed and the recognizer reports that it did not un-

derstand the command. 

The following image shows how the text changes in the various recognition steps 

in a web application. The first bubble represents the point at which the system is wait-

ing to receive a command. The text is transcribed in black when the user begins speak-

ing and becomes blue when the user stops, as shown in the second and third bubble. 

Finally, the recognized command is executed and the response returned in the last bub-

ble is green. 
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Voice recognizer user interface 

 

 

Commands recognized by the system consist of two parts: a verb specifying the action 

to be performed, and zero or more predicates that describe the action or specify which 

objects are involved. Depending on the command to be executed, one of the parts may 

be omitted. In this case the system infers, based on the context, which action to perform 

or on which object to perform it. The verb, if present, must be the first word of the 

command. 

All actions performed as a result of a voice command correspond exactly to the same 

action performed with the mouse. Voice commands cannot be used to bypass the be-

haviors and properties defined for objects. 

2.1 Navigation commands 

The navigation commands allow moving between records in a panel or between pages 

of a book, and they only act on panels and books that are visible. The verb and pan-

el/book are not required for this type of command. The user only has to specify the de-

sired position or status of the panel. If the panel name is omitted, the system performs 

the action on the panel with focus. If the book name is omitted, the system performs the 

action on the book shown on screen, if it's the only one. 

 

The commands available for panels are the following:  

1) Move to the first or last page 

e.g.: “Go to start of Companies panel”; “Last row”. 

2) Move forward or back between pages 

e.g.: “Show next page”; “Back”. 

3) Place a panel in list or detail layout 

e.g.: “Show detail of People panel”; “Back to list”. 

4) Navigate between the pages of a paged panel 

e.g.: “Go to People page of Companies panel”; “People page”. 

5) Move to a specific panel row, specifying the field content or the row number. 

e.g: “Go to company Pro Gamma”; “Row 36”. 

 

The commands available for books are the following:  
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1) Move to the first or last page 

e.g. “Go to the first page of the Companies book”; “Last page”. 

2) Move forward or back between pages 

e.g.: “Show next page”; “Back”. 

3) Move to a specific page of the book 

 e.g. “Go to page 3”. 

 

2.2 Panel commands 

This group includes all the commands normally present in a panel's toolbar and not al-

ready mentioned as navigation commands. As in the previous case, these commands 

also only act on visible panels, and if the panel name is omitted, the system acts on the 

panel with focus. However, unlike navigation commands, the verb must be spoken for 

these commands to be recognized. The available commands are as follows: 

1) Lock or unlock a panel 

e.g: “Unlock”; “Lock People panel”. 

2) Duplicate a row 

e.g.: “Copy row”; “Duplicate”. 

3) Delete a row 

e.g.: “Delete row”; “Delete”. 

4) Save changes 

e.g.: “Save data in Companies”; “Save”. 

5) Cancel changes 

e.g.: “Cancel” 

6) Reload data 

e.g.: “Update”; “Reload”. 

7) Export data in Excel format 

e.g.: “Export People panel”. 

8) Select a row 

e.g.: “Select Colorado in Companies panel”; “Select Pro Gamma”. 

9) Select all rows 

e.g.: “Select all”. 

10) Clear the selection 

e.g.: “Clear selection”. 

11) Invert the selection 

e.g.: “Invert selection”. 
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2.3 Opening and closing a form 

To enable opening of a form via a voice command, it must be linked to a menu item 

with the same name. The form can be opened by speaking the name. In this case the 

Open verb is not required.  

The Close command can be used to close an open form. If the name of the form is 

omitted, the active form will be closed. The “Close all” command can be used to close 

all open forms. 

 

2.4 Data search 

The data search commands can be used in both panels and books.  

For panels, when a data search command is spoken, the search string can be preceded 

or followed by the name of the field in which to search. If the field name is omitted, the 

system first looks in the panel's value lists, and if it does not find any results, it then 

looks in the descriptive fields. The system first checks if the field contains the entire 

string, and if no results are found, it continues to search, removing the final letter each 

time until there are at least three letters. At this point the search terminates, whether or 

not results have been found. This type of search does not occur for numeric fields and 

lookup fields, which only use the number or the entire string. 

For example, if you have a Companies form with a descriptive field called compa-

ny and a value list called state, voice commands to perform a search might be the fol-

lowing: 

1) “Search company Pro Gamma”. In this case, the system recognizes company as the 

field name and searches for records that contain Pro Gamma in that field. 

2) “Search company Pro Gamma S.P.A.". Also in this case, the system recognizes 

company as the field name and searches for records that contain Pro Gamma S.P.A. 

in that field. Since the company is stored as Pro Gamma, searches for the entire 

string do not return any results. The system then continues to search, each time re-

moving the last letter of the search string until finding Pro Gamma, which is re-

turned as the result, and the search terminates. 

3) “Search companies in California”. In this case no field name has been specified. 

The system starts searching in the state value list for all companies in California. 

4) “Search Pro Gamma”. In this case no field name has been specified. The system 

starts searching in the state value list, and finding no results, continues searching in 

the company field, which is a descriptive field. 
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The search can also be performed on unopened forms that are linked to a menu item. 

However, the menu item, form, and panel must have the same name and the voice 

command must specify which form to open. 

For books, meanwhile, the search is performed based on the text content of the boxes. 

If a box contains the words spoken by the user, the book will move to the page contain-

ing that box. 

2.5 Inserting and editing data 

Voice commands can be used to insert or edit data in a panel. 

The insert command is used to insert a new row. If nothing is specified the panel 

simply inserts a new row, but if the text spoken is preceded or followed by a field 

name, the panel will insert a new row by filling that field with the text spoken in the 

command. The field name can also be omitted, in which case the text is written in the 

first descriptive field. 

The edit command can be used to modify the current panel row. The spoken com-

mand must include the new text for the field and, optionally, the field name. If the field 

name is omitted, the system edits the first descriptive field in the panel. If the panel is 

in modified status, to change the value of the current row the user can simply say the 

field name and the text to be written, omitting the verb. 

For example, if you have a Companies form with a descriptive field called compa-

ny and a value list called state, voice commands to insert data might be the following: 

1) “Insert company Pro Gamma”. The system inserts a new line and writes “Pro 

Gamma” in the company field. 

2) “Insert Pro Gamma”. This command has the same result as the previous command, 

because althoughthe field name is omitted, company is a descriptive field and is 

therefore chosen automatically by the system.  

To edit data, some examples of possible voice commands are: 

1) “Change state Florida”. The value of the state field of the current row is changed 

to Florida. 

2) “State Arizona”. If the panel is in modified status, this command allows the user to 

assign the value Arizona to the state field of the current row. 

2.6 Executing a procedure 

We have seen that by using voice commands, you can control user interface functions, 

which are the same functions callable using the keyboard and mouse. However, voice 

commands can also be used to call procedures that are not linked to a user interface, 
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making it possible to enable application features even without a dedicated UI. To be 

able to call and interact with a procedure through a voice command, the Voice Cmd pa-

rameter must be enabled in the procedure's parameters form. If there is no open form in 

the application, global procedures and those related to main menu items with the same 

name can be called. If there are open forms, procedures in form and panel menus can 

also be called. 

You can define procedures that accept parameters. However, all such parameters 

must be optional. When the user speaks a command to execute a procedure, the words 

forming the value of a parameter can be preceded or followed by the name of that pa-

rameter. If the name is omitted, the recognizer tries to divide the text into all parameters 

starting with the first, based on the type, and on the length if the parameter is of the 

character type. 

Let's look at an example using the Order procedure, which takes as parameters an 

integer representing the quantity to be ordered, a string with a maximum length of 6 

characters representing the item name, and a second string with a maximum length of 

255 characters representing the item description. 

 

 
Example of a procedure that can be executed with a voice command 

 

 

To call this procedure, a possible voice command might be: “Order quantity 3 item pen 

description red”. In this case, the parameter names have been specified, and the system 

easily assigns the exact values to each one. However, another command might be: “Or-

der 3 pens red”. Here, since the names of the parameters are omitted, the recognizer 

must assign the correct value to each parameter. The parameters are considered in or-

der, so Quantity is analyzed first, then Item, and finally Description. The individual 

words making up the command are also considered in the order spoken. Thus, the first 

word to be analyzed is 3. The system understands that 3 is a number, so when it analyz-

es the Quantity parameter and determines that it is also numeric, it decides to assign 

this value to the parameter. It then goes to the next parameter, Item, and to the next 

word, pen. Since the parameter is of the string type and the word pen is shorter than the 

parameter's maximum 5 characters, the system assigns pen to the Item parameter and 

moves to the next word, red, to see if it can also be assigned to the parameter. Howev-

er, adding red to the value for the Item parameter would exceed its maximum length, so 

the system then moves to the next parameter, Description, to see if red can be assigned 
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to it. Since Description is of the string type and red does not exceed its maximum 

length, the value can be assigned to the parameter. 

2.7 Managing user confirmation through voice commands 

Sometimes procedures need to receive input from the user. This can be accomplished 

using message boxes, confirm messages, and input boxes, but for voice commands, 

these objects behave differently than the standard way. For message boxes, the standard 

modal form does not appear, and instead the text set for the message box appears in the 

voice recognizer speech bubble. For confirm messages and input boxes, meanwhile, the 

standard modal form appears, and when the user speaks, the text appears in the form 

rather than in the voice recognizer speech bubble. To trigger the buttons on these forms, 

the user can simply speak the name.  

For example, in a voice-activated procedure with a confirm message like the one in the 

image, the user can pronounce “yes” to confirm and “no” or “cancel” to cancel the 

action. 

 
 

 

2.8 Text-to-speech 

The voice synthesizer feature allows the data in panels and books to be read aloud by 

the system. To have the application read the data aloud, you use the read command.  

For panels, data can also be read aloud in unopened forms linked to a menu item. 

In this case, the system will open the form, search for the data to be read, and will re-

close the form.  If the name of the panel is not specified, the command will be applied 

to the panel with focus. Likewise, if the name of the field is not specified, the system 

will read out the field with focus. You can select the row to read by specifying the val-

ue of the descriptive field. For example, if, you have a Companies form with a legal 
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name descriptive field and an address field, the voice commands could be the follow-

ing: 

1) “Read”. The system will read out the contents of the field with focus.  

2) “Read address”. The system will read out the contents of the address field for the 

current row. 

3) “Tell me the address of the Pro Gamma company”;“What is the address of the Pro 

Gamma company”.  The system will search in the panel for a record whose name 

field contains “Pro Gamma” and will read out the address field. 

 

For books, the box to read out is specified by indicating the tooltip. The system will 

search in the book for the box whose tooltip corresponds to the words of the voice 

command and will read out the text it contains. 

 

3 Voice recognizer functioning 

To allow applications to use voice commands, the Enable voice commands compiling 

parameter must be selected in the General section of the compiling parameters form. If 

this parameter is selected, a file called prjVoice.xml is created at compile time. This file 

represents the context in which voice commands should be interpreted, and it contains 

the application objects used for this purpose (forms, panels, menus, menu items, proce-

dures, static fields). If you are compiling in Java, the file is created in the application's 

compile output folder Servlet/web. If compiling in C#, the file is also located in the 

compile output folder, but in this case the path is CSharp/DB. 

This same folder also contains the files voice_ita.xml and voice_eng.xml, which de-

fine the commands accepted by the recognizer when used in Italian and English, re-

spectively. 

When the user speaks the command, first the OnCommand event fires with the 

Command parameter set to VOICE. If voice recognition is not interrupted, the phrase is 

converted into text and processed by the recognizer, which tries to interpret it by com-

paring it with every command in the grammar. The interpretation occurs in two steps. 

In the first step, the words of the text are compared with the words of commands in the 

grammar. In the second step, the system also takes the context into account to identify 

the application objects, if any, involved in the command. At the end of the two steps, a 

score is assigned and the system moves to the next command in the grammar. After all 

comparisons are complete, the system executes the procedure with the highest score, as 

long as the score exceeds the minimum threshold, and a textual response is shown on 

screen.  Otherwise, the recognizer reports that the command was not understood. 
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To see the debug output related to the operations performed by the voice recogniz-

er, verbose messages must be activated at compile time in the compiling options form. 

3.1 Grammar 

The files voice_ita.xml and voice_eng.xml define the grammar of commands accepted 

by the voice recognizer when the application is compiled, respectively, in Italian and 

English. The first part of these files is a list of language tokens, i.e., words that should 

not be taken into account in the interpretation of voice commands. This category in-

cludes, for example, articles and prepositions. 

Then, all recognized commands are described. For example, the command that al-

lows moving to the first row of a panel is the following: 

 
<Command tag="gotop" text="Go to the first row in the |1 panel"> 

<Syn> 
{GO,SHOW,RETURN,*};{TOP};{LIST,PANEL,FORM,TABLE,GRID,*} 

 </Syn> 

 <Syn> 

  {GO,SHOW,RETURN,*};{FIRST};{ROW,RECORD};{LIST,PANEL,FORM,TABLE,GRID,*} 

 </Syn> 

</Command> 

 

Commands are defined inside the <Command> element, which has two attributes: tag 

and text. The first is the name of the command, while the second is the text shown on 

screen as a response after execution of the command. 

Each command consists of one or more synonyms defined within the <Syn> element, 

representing the phrases that can be spoken for the particular voice command to be rec-

ognized. The <Syn> element contains groups of words enclosed in curly brackets. Each 

group represents a synonym word, and the words contained within the group can be 

used interchangeably to trigger the command. For a command to be recognized, the 

recognizer must be able to find a word for each synonym group of that command. This 

requirement does not apply to groups containing an asterisk. An asterisk specifies that 

the group is optional, and even if none of the included words is found, the command 

will still be evaluated. 

Let's look at an example based on the previously shown command. To move the cursor 

to the first row in the panel, the user can say several different phrases, including: 

1) “Go to the top of the Companies panel”. In this case, the command is recognized 

thanks to the first synonym. The words to the and of the are ignored because they 

are in the list of language tokens. The word go is found in the first group, the word 

top is found in the second group, and the word panel is found in the third group. A 

word is found for each group, so the command is recognized. The word Companies 
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is, for the moment, saved as an unknown word and is evaluated in the second 

recognition step, which analyzes the command in context. 

2) “First row”. In this case, the command is recognized thanks to the second syno-

nym. No word is found in the first group, but the group is optional so that's okay. 

The word first is found in the second group, and the word row is found in the third 

group. No word is found in the fourth group, but it is optional so that's okay. A 

word is found for each required group, so the command is recognized. 

 

The voice_lang.xml files can be modified to customize the behavior of the voice recog-

nition system.   You can also add new files that define the grammar of commands in 

languages other than Italian or English to allow the use of voice commands in applica-

tions compiled in other languages. 

3.2 Context 

An application's context consists of its forms, panels, panels fields, menus, menu items, 

and procedures. It is represented by the file prjVoice.xml, which is generated at compile 

time if the Enable voice commands compiling parameter is selected. If the application 

is compiled in C# the file is located in the path CSharp/DB, while if the application is 

compiled in Java the file is located in Servlet/web. 

For each object, the data used to define the context includes: 

1) Guid: the object's identifier. 

2) Name: the name specified in the IDE for the object. 

3) Description: corresponds to the description specified in the IDE for the object. 

4) Title: the caption specified in the IDE. 

5) ParentGuid: the identifier of the parent object. 

6) CustomData: a specific unit of data for each type of object. 

 

The system uses this information in the second recognition step of the voice com-

mand, identifying the objects on which to execute the commands. Keep in mind when 

setting the title, name, and description fields that the words used inside these fields will 

be used to identify instances of the objects. Particular importance is given to words 

contained in the caption, because they are the ones displayed to the user. Next are 

words contained in the name and those contained in the description. The other infor-

mation is automatically set by Instant Developer. 

Analysis of the context also considers the status of the application at the time 

the command is executed. The system analyzes the properties of each panel, the status 

it is in, and whether it has focus. This information is used to determine whether a speci-
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fied panel corresponds to the command, and if no panel is specified in the command, 

the information is used to determine the panel on which to act. 

3.2 The Voice Manager library 

The properties and functions contained in the VoiceManager library are the following: 

Listening If set to true, enables voice recognition; otherwise it is disabled. 

Skip If set to true, standard voice recognition will not take place. 

Matching Interprets and executes a text, treating it as a voice command. 

SetResponse Used to set the response by the voice recognizer. 

CanSpeak If set to true enables the voice synthesizer; otherwise it is disabled. 

Say Commands the application to use the voice synthesizer to read 

something aloud. 

 

Web applications will begin to listen for voice commands when the user presses the 

Ctrl + Space key sequence. This automatically sets the Listening parameter to true, at 

which point the microphone icon appears with the speech bubble and the user can begin 

speaking. The application will stop listening when the user presses esc or speaks the 

Stop command. This sets the Listening parameter to false, at which point the micro-

phone and speech bubble disappear and voice input is no longer captured. 

In mobile applications, meanwhile, the Listening parameter must be set by the de-

veloper, for example in a procedure linked to a button. The same thing can be done in 

web applications to allow to user to start voice recognition in ways other than through 

the default key sequence. 

To start voice recognition at the press of a button, you can write the following 

code: 

 

 
 

As we saw at the beginning of section 3 Voice recognizer functioning, the first thing the 

system does when detecting a voice command is fire the OnCommand event. This event 

can be handled to change the standard behavior of the recognizer, for example by inter-

cepting the command spoken by the user and using it to decide whether or not to con-

tinue with recognition. To stop recognition of a voice command and prevent the system 

from interpreting it, the Skip property must be set to true. 
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To retrieve the text of the command spoken by the user, the text parameter must be 

read using the GetUrlParameter function. You can also change the text that the recog-

nizer returns as a response with SetResponse. 

The Matching function can be used to have the speech recognizer interpret and ex-

ecute a text, treating it as a voice command spoken by the user. Unlike the properties 

mentioned previously, it does not need to be called in the OnCommand event. 

For example, if you want to store the commands spoken and the corresponding re-

sponse, you can write the following code: 

 

 
 

 

After executing a voice command the application will read out the response returned. 

The voice synthesizer is enabled by default when using voice commands. To disable it, 

set the CanSpeak property to false. 

You can also have the application read any text aloud by using the Say procedure, 

which takes as a parameter the text to be reproduced by the synthesizer. This procedure 

can be used even if voice commands are not enabled. 

These properties and methods do not need to be implemented for the voice recog-

nizer to work. They are only required if you want to change the default behavior. 
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4 Customizing 

The UI elements for voice recognition in web applications can be customized by chang-

ing the css classes voice-microext and voice-microint for the microphone icon, and  

voice-bubble and voice-bubblewhisker for the bubble.   

You can also modify the text shown in the initial speech bubble by customizing the 

custom3.js file, changing the IDV_WELCOME_MSG property in the RD3_CustomInit 

function as follows:   

 
function RD3_CustomInit() 

{ 

  ClientMessagesSet['ENG'].IDV_WELCOME_MSG = 'new_text'; 

  ClientMessagesSet['ITA'].IDV_WELCOME_MSG = 'new_text'; 

} 

 

The recognizer waits a maximum of 2 seconds after the last word detected before 

sending the command to the recognizer. The maximum wait time can be changed by 

customizing the VoiceAutoCommitDelay property. This is done by customizing the cus-

tom3.js file, changing the RD3_CustomInit function as follows: 

 
function RD3_CustomInit() 

{ 

  RD3_ClientParams.VoiceAutoCommitDelay = number_of_milliseconds; 

} 

 

In addition to customizing the standard behavior using the library's methods and 

procedures, you can also customize the grammar. By adding or removing synonym 

words for a command, you can allow the command to be recognized with words not 

covered by the standard version of the grammar. 

You can also add new voice_lang.xml files, replacing lang with the appropriate 

language code,to allow voice recognition in languages other than Italian or English. 

The system selects the correct grammar based on the language in which the application 

was compiled. 

 

 


